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Allocation Factors 

Sahara allows using allocation factors to distribute monthly and daily productions and injections from well 
level to formation, layer or zone levels. 
The allocation factors can be saved in what Sahara calls alternatives. By default, Sahara includes a base 
alternative, but the user can define his/her own alternatives in the Allocation factor alternatives window. 
To calculate, import or update allocation factors, the alternative type must be compatible with data. 

Allocation Factors Alternatives 

This window, accessible from Tools > Allocation Factors > Allocation Factors Alternatives allows 
defining different alternatives to use. Each alternative has a name and a type.  
The available types are:  

• Well to layers 
• Formation to layers 
• Well to formations 
• Well to zones 

By default, Sahara includes a “well to layer” base alternative named “Default”. 

 

Allocation Factors Generation 

In this window, accessible from Tools > Allocation Factors > Generate, the user can generate 
automatically, for a particular alternative, allocation factors for the selected wells and phases. The 
allocation factors generation would have into account the layers’ status. 
To do the calculation, it can be considered a well-layer variable to allocate production or the monthly 
production al layer level.  
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Allocation Factors Edition 

This window, accessible from Tools > Allocation Factors > Edit allows visualizing and editing the 
allocation factors for a specific alternative, well and phase. 

 

The right side upper panel allows selecting the allocation factors alternative to work with and some others 
display and calculation settings. 

The Perforations panel, at the top of the window, shows a table with the evolution in time of the 
formations, layers or zones status, according to the alternative type. 

The Allocation factors panel contains a table showing the data. This panel can be used to visualize the 
information or to edit it. 

Finally, the chart at the bottom of the window displays the allocation factors evolution in time. 

Allocation Factors Calculation 

The Allocation factors calculation window can be accessed from the Edit button . It allows generating 
allocation factors for the selected date or several dates together using different methods. The window 
looks different depending on the method. 

Well-Layer data and Scattered data Method: 
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PLT/ILT Method: 

 

Applying Allocation Factors 

This window, accessible from Tools > Allocation Factors > Apply is used to generate diary or monthly 
productions at zone, layer or formation level. To allocate the production the user must select the 
alternative, wells, phases and if the productions would be daily or monthly. 
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